
Language

English ★★★★☆

Turkish ★★★★★

Persian ★★★★★

Uzbek ★★★☆☆

Azerbaijani Mother

tongue

Skills

HTML5 CSS javaScript

React js tailwind Git & Github

Bootstrap typeScript Next.js

MUI

Soft skills

Problam Solving

strong relationship consistency

self-management

compatibility" and "flexibility

team spirit time management

With over two years of experience in programming and front-end

development, I am passionate about programming challenges and creating
dynamic and beautiful user interfaces. I have the ability to solve complex

problems. I have experience in developing responsive user interfaces.

M.Hesam Moradian
Front-End (React.js)
DoB: 1380/9/28

Marital Status: Single

Military Status: Educational Exempt

m.hesam.moradian@gmail.com

09301240226

Ardabil

✉





About Me

Educations

Islamic Azad University

2022 - 2024

I graduated with a score of 85 and in this series, I learned the languages C and JAVA, mobile
programming, and artificial intelligence at a basic level.

Bachelor Degree computer science

Employment History

SabzLearn

2022 - 2023

In the first year, I focused on HTML, CSS, and programming concepts with JavaScript, and then I
delved deep into JavaScript accompanied by various projects, all of which are available on my
GitHub.

Front-end Developer

Limoo Shirin

2023 - 2024

In the second year, I started with frameworks such as Bootstrap, Tailwind, and React, and with
React:
Lifecycle, Ajax & API, Hooks, SPA, React-Router, useRef, HOC, project optimization with
memorization
During this time, I also used commonly used libraries and tools such as: JWT, ReactBootstrap,
MUI, Firebase, Postman, SweetAlert, Swiper.js, and with all these tools, I developed an online
store project

Front-end Developer

Projects

October 2023 - December 2023

Source Code: https://github.com/m-hesam-moradian/onlineShop-React

Project Link:

https://electro-shop.liara.run/

I developed a fully responsive online store with React, Bootstrap, MUI, and an

API from json-server.



I am passionate about
programming, especially in the
JavaScript language, and in my
spare time, I develop simple
robots using JavaScript. I love
business and personal
development books and also have
a great interest in the world of
cryptocurrency. In short, I love
new technologies.

Hobbies

Social Links

Linkedin
https://www.linkedin.com/in/m-

hesam-moradian/

Github
https://github.com/m-hesam-mo

radian

December 2023 - January 2024

Source Code : https://github.com/m-hesam-moradian/onlineShop-React

Project Link:

https://electro-shop.liara.run/admin

The admin dashboard section of the online store was developed with React,

Tailwind, and with an API from json-server.


